California produces over 17 million gallons of water per year.
One in ___ U.S. residents live in California.
Only California and Alaska are larger states.
State Motto: "__!", meaning "I've found it!"
Industries include oil, __, tourism, high-tech, and entertainment.
California has more ___ Americans than any other state.
Parts of California were once owned by __, Spain, and Mexico.
Gold was found at __'s Mill near Sacramento in 1848.
___ immigrants built much of the transcontinental railroad.
If it were a nation, it would have the world's seventh largest ___.
The state flag features a __ bear, a sign of determination.
__, 49ers, Chargers, Giants, A's, Dodgers, Angels, and Padres.
Prehistoric state tree that grows to be thousands of years old.
Highest point in the lower 48 states: Mt. __, at 14,495 feet.
Named for a mythical __ in a Spanish romance written in 1510.
The most ___ state, with about 34 million people.
Largest cities: Los Angeles, ____, San Jose, San Francisco.
___ Valley is a famous feature of the Sierra Nevada mountains.
California is 800 miles long, with 3,427 miles of ___.
The entertainment capital of the world.
Theme park where thousands of families go each year for vacations.
Trendy city with celebrities, beaches, and millions of people.
The capital city in the middle of the state.
Became the ___ state on September 9, 1850.
California grows a wide variety of ___ products.
City of cable cars, the Golden Gate Bridge and unique culture.
Some settlers sailed around ____ to avoid the Sierra Nevadas.
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